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Abstract 
In the face of growing scholarship on the classical period of Islamic 
thought, it is becoming more apparent that Ibn S n  owes much to the 
philosophical and theological traditions that precede him in matters 
that were once regarded as original stances of al-Sheikh al-Ra s. Un-
doubtedly, Ibn S n  still deserves to be regarded as a key figure who 
potentiated one of the turning points in Islamic thought. His influence 
is demonstrated by the fact that a time came, especially for Muslim 
theologians who represented the main theological tendencies in Mus-
lim society, when they could not ignore his writings anymore. Al-
Ghaz l ’s well-known Incoherence of Philosophers was a result of this 
inevitable case. In this regard, Ibn S n ’s influential writings led the 
way to different interpretations of his ideas being incorporated within 
different traditions of Islamic thought, such as falsafa, kal m, and 
ta awwuf. This article addresses a particular case in which some of 
his ideas, or to put it more correctly, ideas attributed to him, were 
conveyed in the Ottoman mystical environs, a situation that leads us 
to explore the concept of “mystical Avicennism.” Rather than con-
structing an overall theory on the influence of Ibn S n  in Ottoman 
thought, this article is a modest attempt to make sense of a text writ-
ten by one of the mystical figures of Ottoman times, a sample that can 
be addressed in the context of the Avicennian corpus. 
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I 

The history of Ottoman thought is a history that portrays an eclec-
tic and thus selective character in every aspect of its progress. The 
best known and the most available text on the genealogy of Ottoman 
scholars al-Shaq iq al-Nu m niyya f  ulam  al-Dawla al-
Uthm niyya by shkupr z da (d. 968/1561) presents ten genera-

tions ( abaq t) of the Ottoman elite, all of which are categorized ac-
cording to the particular reign of the Ottoman Sultans they lived dur-
ing. The tone of the political concerns in the book is so powerful and 
immanent that the author himself, early in the book, acknowledges 
that he is compiling a biographical work and taking into considera-
tion the Ottoman lineage of sultanate, as it was completed in the 
shadow (f  il l) of a state upon which God bestowed forceful 
(q hira) rulers;1 even he is inevitably in a position to gladly express 
these feelings. To understand the general character of Ottoman 
thought from the beginning, it is necessary to note that the Ottoman 
cultural atmosphere was always immersed with mystical tendencies 
under different names. This, of course, may give us clues as to why 
“mystical Avicennism,” as I call it, endured through the ages in the 
Ottoman lands, together with the other aspects of the philosophy of 
al-Sheikh al-Ra s, i.e., Ibn S n  (d. 428/1037), and particularly in our 
example, in the form of the thought of another respected figure in the 
Ottoman times, i.e., Ibn Arab  (d. 638/1240). 

The first lineage of the Ottoman scholars represented in al-
Shaq iq are, reasonably, nothing more than “founding father” per-
sonalities who undoubtedly played roles in shaping the scientific 
atmosphere of a new-born state. It is not until the second generation 
that we find scholars whose scientific activities can be considered to 
be within the scope of the traditional Islamic curricula. Among these 
first three generations, there are two figures that interest us because 
of their scientific mission to determine the basic tendencies in the 
history of Ottoman thought. One of them, D w d al-Qay ar  (d. 

                                                 
1  Ab  l-Khayr I m al-D n A mad ibn Mu af  shkupr z da, al-Shaq iq al-

Nu m niyya f  ulam  al-Dawla al- Uthm niyya (Beirut: D r al-Kit b al- Arab , 
1975), 6. 
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751/1350), belongs to the second generation, i.e., from the time of 
Orkh n Gh z . The author of a commentary on Ibn Arab ’s famous 
work, Fu  al- ikam, D w d al-Qay ar  is known for being a loyal 
follower of Ibn Arab ’s school of thought, especially after he person-
ally met and spent time with Abd al-Razz q al-K sh n  (d. 
736/1335).2 One generation after al-Qay ar , Jam l al-D n al-Aqsar y  
(d. 791/1388?) arises as an eminent personality, as evidenced by his 
being subject to the direct interest of the Sultan after he (al-Aqsar y ) 
was commissioned to compile a work on morality (Akhl q-i Jam l )3 
and after he supplied an “authoritative environment” to some promi-
nent scholars who are not pleased with the status quo in some mad-
rasas.4 The authority of him undoubtedly comes from as well, his 
blood relation to Fakhr al-D n al-R z  (d. 606/1209), a polymath who 
was respected as “the leader” (al-im m) in any scholarly circle of 
Ottoman thought, so much so that the general character of Ottoman 
religious thought is often defined as “the school of Fakhr al-D n al-
R z ” (tr. “Fahreddîn Râzî Mektebi”).5 

A descendent of Jam l al-D n al-Aqsar y , the subject of the article, 
Jam l al-Khalwat  (d. 899/1494?), comes to the fore as a typical Otto-
man scholar who is not only trained in the Ottoman madrasa system 
in the traditional way, like his other Ottoman colleagues, but also has 
a strong mystical orientation. He is the founder of one of the main 
branches in the Khalwatiyya order, Jam liyya. According to sources, 
Jam l al-Khalwat ’s appetite for the Sufi society developed when he 

                                                 
2  Ca fer Karada , “Dâvûd-i Kayserî ve Genel Hatlar yla Dü üncesi [D w d al-

Qay ar  and His Thoughts with Broad Strokes],” Uluda  Üniversitesi lâhiyat 
Fakültesi Dergisi [The Review of the Faculty of Theology, Uluda  University] 25/2 
(2006), 5 ff. 

3  j  Khal fa Mu af  ibn Abd All h K tib Chalab , Kashf al- un n an as m  l-
kutub wa-l-fun n (eds. M. erefettin Yaltkaya and Kilisli Rifat Bilge; vol. I, Anka-
ra: Milli E itim Bakanl , 1941), 36. 

4  The first Ottoman Sheikh al-Isl m Mull  Fan r , during his education, took refuge 
in his circle, when he disliked Al  al-D n al-Aswad, who held the official chair in 
the Madrasa of Iznik [Nicaea], see shkupr z da, al-Shaq iq, 9.   

5  smail Hakk  Uzunçar l , Osmanl  Devletinin lmiye Te kilat  [Educational Or-
ganization of Ottoman State] (3rd edn., Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu Bas mevi, 
1988), 75-77. Uzunçar l  adds that in the scientific circles of the 13th century, 
Fakhr al-D n al-R z  was being called sheikh al- ulam  (the chief of the scholars) 
as well. 
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became bored studying the standard text of the madrasa curricula, 
Mukhta ar al-Talkh , a work written in the field of Arabic rhetoric as 
a commentary by Sa d al-D n al-Taft z n  on al-Qazw n ’s Talkh s al-
Mift .6 In the biographical sources, al-Khalwat  is generally por-
trayed as a Turkish Sufi poet; however, the fact that he chose to write 
many of his works in Arabic might be interpreted as a desire to be 
regarded as a contributor to the Akbar  (related to Ibn Arab ) litera-
ture. This attitude, as shown in the example of his commentary on 
Ibn S n ’s letter, may be regarded as his personal contribution to in-
fluencing Avicennian thought in Ottoman times and promoting its 
“political survival” in the guise of Islamic mysticism, a situation that 
allegorically reminds us of Ibn S n ’s setting for I fah n when he had 
political troubles and disguised himself in Sufi dress.7 

II 

There have always been discussions among researchers as to 
whether Ibn S n  has mystical inclinations in his writings. Although 
some categorically deny any mental or physical engagement between 
him and ta awwuf or Sufi circles, there still remains the basic fact that 
at least some of Ibn S n ’s major writings, such as al-Ish r t wa-l-
tanb h t (esp. the ninth nama  titled “Maq m t al- rif n”), have allu-
sions to the Sufi vocabulary. Several manuscript collections of Ibn 
S n  we have today in different libraries, bear witness to correspond-
ence between Ibn S n  and the contemporary Sufi, Ab  Sa d ibn Ab  
l-Khayr (d. 440/1049) of Khur s n. In this regard, it is not surprising 
to find some researchers who tend to label the correspondence as 
forgery,8 as the correspondence would otherwise supply direct evi-

                                                 
6  For details about the life of Jam l al-Khalwat , see Muharrem Çakmak, “Türk 

Mutasavv f airi Aksarayl  Cemal Halvetî [A Turkish Sufi Poet Jam l al-Khalwat  of 
Aksaray],” EKEV Akademi Dergisi [EKEV Academy Journal] 16/3 (2003), 181-196. 

7  See William E. Gohlman, The Life of Ibn S n  (Albany, NY: State University of 
New York Press, 1974), 63. 

8  See, especially, observations by David C. Reisman in his notable study on Avi-
cenna research: David C. Reisman, “A New Standard for Avicenna Studies,” Jour-
nal of the American Oriental Society 122/3 (2002), 567 ff. At first instance, he 
states that the correspondence “consists of some authentic Avicennian letters to 
Bahmany r and Ibn Zayla related in different ways to … Mub ath t and out-
right forgeries that emerged from the hagiographical tradition connected to Ab  
Sa d ibn Ab  l-Khayr begun in the seventh/thirteenth century…” (p. 567, the  ital-
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dence for Ibn S n ’s actual contact with mystics. In this article, I am 
not in a position to delve into the authentication of this correspond-
ence. Given that the title proposes nothing but a general concept 
called “Avicennism,” the fact that it was taken as a work belonging to 
the Ibn S n  corpus by Ottomans and by others as well, is adequate 
for us to evaluate it in a context that aims at describing the impact of 
Ibn S n ’s scholarly heritage. 

The letters that i have selected as the subject of our article display 
an intriguing and brief correspondence (Text I). The first letter by 
Ab  Sa d, which may not be regarded as a conventional letter be-
cause of its brevity, consists of a single appeal by Ab  Sa d to Ibn 
S n . In essence, it consists of the phrase arshidn  (“guide me!,” in 
some MSs, “show me the evidence!”). Ibn S n ’s answer to that appeal 
seemingly reveals tempting aspects of his overall theological stance, 
as even the message is not totally clear to readers like us who want to 
interfere in the correspondence between two great “mystics.” As the 
overall meaning in the Ris la indicates, according to Ibn S n , to en-
ter the literal unbelief (kufr) and quit the figurative belief (isl m), one 
must only look beyond “the three personalities” (i.e., muslim 
[mu min], k fir, and mushrik).  If someone is beyond (war ) this, 
there is not any label such as “believer” or “unbeliever” therein; but if 
under (ta t) this, then he/she is a polytheist (mushrik) and a believer 
at the same time. Aside from these two positions described as beyond 
and under, if someone is totally ignorant, then he/she has no way 
other than to be excluded from the two existences, and thus, be-

                                                                                                              
ics are ours), thus setting aside the question as to which of these letters should be 
avoided as forgeries and on what grounds. However, later he concludes that all 
correspondence can be regarded as forgeries, probably products of a later Sufi or 
Ishr q  tradition, by stating that he has “good evidence for arguing against the au-
thenticity…” (p. 568). Our main approach here is not to impose any essentialist 
understanding either to a polymathic figure like Ibn S n  or to Ab  Sa d ibn Ab  
l-Khayr, whose personality is unfairly seen by Reisman as belonging to a “tradi-
tion that sought to make of Ab  Sa d an intellectual that he most likely was 
not…” (p. 574). Cf. idem., The Making of the Avicennan Tradition: The Trans-
mission, Contents, and Structure of Ibn S n ’s al-Mub a t (The Discussions) 
(Leiden & Boston: Brill, 2002), 138 ff. 
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comes priceless.9 

Now, if the whole Avicennian corpus is taken into consideration, it 
is very unusual to come across such vocabulary as “believer” and 
“unbeliever” in their religious sense in his writings. In a way, this can 
be explained by the fact that Ibn S n  avoided using terms that related 
to the juridical/theological area in the classical Islamic literature that 
was called “names and judgments” (al-asm  wa-l-a k m). This area, 
which addresses what basic religious nominations such as muslim, 
k fir, and f siq theologically and socially mean, is not a concern of a 
philosopher in its true meaning, namely, one who is after universal 
truth. This brings to the question whether Ibn S n , as a Muslim phi-
losopher, wrote any work on Muslim catechism ( aq da), which 
might satisfy his contemporaries by defending his true religion, as 
expected from someone who adheres to Islam. The closest to that 
among his works is his al-Ris la al- arshiyya,10 a work written in 
                                                 
9  For a translation and a different evaluation of the correspondence in comparison 

with al-Ghaz l ’s thoughts, see Frank Griffel, Al-Ghaz l ’s Philosophical Theology 
(New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2009), 84-85.  

10  Reisman, again, raises his doubt about the authenticity of al-Ris la al- arshiyya 
and comments that the Ris la should be added to the pseudo-Avicennian works; 
Reisman,“Stealing Avicenna’s Books: A Study of the Historical Sources for the Life 
and Times of Avicenna,” in Reisman and Ahmed H. Al-Rahim (eds.), Before and 
After Avicenna: Proceedings of the First Conference of the Avicenna Study Group 
(Leiden: Brill, 2003), 125 (n. 102). However, I see no reason to exclude the Ris la 
from the Avicenna corpus since the ideas demonstrated therein perfectly coincide 
with the general philosophical attitudes of Ibn S n  in his other works. Further-
more, after some specific studies of the Ris la in the framework of my ongoing 
PhD thesis (Ibn S n ’s Influence on Islamic Theology), my hunch is that the 
Ris la is suitable to be linked to the proper kal mic background of Ibn S n ’s es-
tablished oppositions, as is seen in his other writings such as al-Naj t and al-
Shif . Yet, I am totally aware that this cannot be established without elaborate 
examination of all items, a task that exceeds the limits of this article.    

 However, this does not mean that the printed editions of the Ris la do not have 
some serious problems. For instance, the printed versions attributed to him nam-
ing the Mu tazila as if tiyya, although it is utterly strange and unusual to refer to 
Mu tazila in this way (see Ab  Al  al- usayn ibn Abd All h Ibn S n , al-Ris la 
al- arshiyya [ed. Ibr h m Hil l; Cairo: J mi at al-Azhar, 1980], 23; idem., al-Ris la 
al- arshiyya f  taw dih  ta l  wa- if tih , in Majm  ras il al-Sheikh al-Ra s 
[Hyderabad: D irat al-Ma rif al- Uthm niyya, 1354 H], 7). This would have only 
been interpreted by the grave ignorance of either the author (Ibn S n ) or the edi-
tors about the general history of Islamic theology. Thankfully, it is determined 
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accordance with one of his followers’ wishes to learn the realities 
( aq iq) of the science of God’s unity ( ilm al-taw d).11 Neverthe-
less, the overall methodological viewpoint drawn therein by Ibn S n  
is but a perfect summary of his philosophical stance, which derives its 
framework from the dichotomy of necessary and possible beings and 
the distinction between existence and essence. Thus, the Arshiyya 
does not offer any criterion for judging what makes a believer or an 
unbeliever or for what final case awaits these two persons in the 
hereafter. 

Be that as it may, in an epistle called al-A awiyya f  l-ma d, 
which intentionally uses the religious vocabulary, Ibn S n  more 
clearly emphasizes the belief matters (al-um r al-i tiq diyya) in the 
theological sense and asserts that, from the religious perspective 
(shar ), one must express (iqr r) that the creator is one and that far 
from any material attributes insofar as to fulfill the Islamic creed 
( aq da), God has no partners with Him.12 Ibn S n  also reports that, 
according to some of those who believe in the hereafter, there are 
three types of people: (1) the good-doing believer, whose rewards 
will be endless, (2) the sinful believer, whose final fate is in the hands 
of God, and (3) the unbeliever, whose punishment is endless.13 In 
general, Ibn S n  attributes only the conventional meanings of “be-
liever,” “unbeliever,” etc., to religious nominations as they are fun-
                                                                                                              

that it is due to a misreading because there is no such word as if tiyya in the 
well-known MSs of the Ibn S n ’s epistles. Cf. al-Ris la al- arshiyya (MS Istanbul, 
Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Nuruosmaniye, 4894), 446a; (MS Istanbul, 
Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Ayasofya, 4849), 35a. 

11  It must be noted here that Ibn S n  undeniably sees an essential overlap between 
the subject matters of metaphysics and theology. Accordingly, it is tempting to 
note that the major issues he enumerates as being dealt within the science of 
metaphysics, such as the demonstration of the existence of God, the unity of 
God, and the attributes of God, were also the preliminary topics the contempo-
rary kal m aims at: idem., F  aqs m al- ul m al- aqliyya, in Tis  ras il f  l-

ikma wa-l- ab iyy t (2nd ed., Cairo: D r al- Arab, n.d.), 112-113. In doing so, 
Ibn S n  is following his predecessor al-F r b , as it can be seen in the latter’s 
I  al- ul m (see the section on “ Ilm al-Kal m”). Therefore, later theologians’ 
distinctive effort to equalize kal m and falsafa in terms of their scopes, has inter-
estingly its roots in the works of these prominent Muslim philosophers.   

12  Ibn S n , al-A awiyya f  l-ma d (ed. asan ; Beirut: al-Mu assasa al-
J mi iyya, 1987), 97-98. 

13  Ibid., 92. 
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damental to the Islamic disciplines. Furthermore, in another less-
known epistle of Ibn S n  (Text IV), where interestingly, he searches 
for the answers to major philosophical questions such as “What is the 
reason of man’s existence in this world?” Ibn S n  explains that this 
world, as it pertains to human beings, can be regarded as the place of 
deeds, while the hereafter is the place of God’s judgment, thus mak-
ing an ontological distinction between “this world (h dh  l- lam)” 
and “that world (dh lika l- lam).” Accordingly, the eschatological 
circle for a believer (mu min) operates as “Heaven-That World-This 
World-Barzakh-That World-Heaven,” consequently, ending in the 
rewards of God, whereas the circle is inevitably broken for the unbe-
lievers, thus they face the punishment of God. Referencing a saying 
attributed to the Prophet “the world life is jail for the believer,” Ibn 
S n  strikingly summarizes his position that man was forcibly brought 
into the world, he is forcibly being kept in the world and he will for-
cibly be taken out of the world. Consequently, from that perspective, 
there is no other way to gain the eternal salvation – one must believe.  

Accordingly, Ibn S n  himself sees no harm in occasionally apply-
ing the traditional Islamic names such as muslim, k fir, etc. and re-
lates them to the issue of the eternal salvation. With respect to this 
particular point, our epistle adds another aspect, because as under-
stood from the text, it praises what it calls the literal unbelief (al-kufr 
al- aq q ) while criticizing what it calls the figurative belief (al-isl m 
al-maj z ). In this case, the consequence may be that while Ibn S n  
still adheres to the major tenet for accepting the eternal bliss of the 
believers, he takes the liberty to deviate from the “al-saw d al-
a am”14 and re-defines religious categories such as muslim and k fir. 
Thus, it is highly conceivable that one may find some Ism l /B in  
roots, thus giving ground to Ibn S n ’s stance. Regardless, what es-
capes doubt is that it is this Avicennian aspect that some commenta-
tors wanted to see, as in the example of the Ottoman scholars such as 
Jam l al-Khalwat . 

III 

Ibn Arab  is certainly one of the most exceptional figures the Is-
lamic world has ever seen. The works he produced were so well-
received by his followers that we come across some efforts which 

                                                 
14  Ibn S n  himself uses this term to render the majority of believers. See ibid., 91. 
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strive to perceive Islamic heritage from the viewpoint that he adopted 
and the terminology that he introduced. Obvious enough to be dealt 
with in a specific study, the epitome of this situation is evidenced in 
Majd al-D n Mu ammad ibn Ya q b al-F r z b d ’s (d. 817/1415) 
attempt to write a voluminous commentary on major religious 
sources such as al-J mi  al- a  of al-Bukh r , which drew upon the 
many quotations from Ibn Arab ’s al-Fut t al-Makkiyya.15 Hence, 
Jam l al-Khalwat ’s gloss on the correspondence evidently belongs to 
this genre, as it additionally proposes an amalgamation of the 
Avicennian influence into Ibn Arab  literature. 

We know that in addition to al-Khalwat , there are other attempts 
to solve the puzzle regarding the correspondence, one of which is 
from a certain Sa d al-D n al-K l n  (?) (Text III). This particular in-
terpretation is worth dealing with in a special study due to its interest-
ing references, although it does not restrict its scope to an Ibn 
Arabian framework. Jam l al-Khalwat ’s short gloss has two direct 

references to Ibn Arab ’s works16 (one without mentioning the 
book), Fu  al- ikam, a foremost text particularly in the Ottoman 
tradition.17 The reader of this interpretation is not in a position to miss 
the vocabulary of Ibn Arab , which is noticeably evident in the ex-
planations of al-Khalwat . These include very apparent terms such as 
al-ins niyya,18 tajall  l-dh t,19 uh r al-asm ,20 a adiyyat al-jam ,21 
among others.  

                                                 
15  K tib Chalab , Kashf al- un n, I, 550.  
16  For the first one “q la l-Sheikh f  l-Fu  al-il h al-muqayyad …” cf. Mu y  al-D n 

Mu ammad ibn Al  ibn Mu ammad Ibn Arab , Fu  al- ikam (ed. Ab  l- Al  
Af f ; Beirut: D r al-Kit b al- Arab , 1946), 226; for the second “q la l-Sheikh inna 

iba …” cf. ibid., 226.  
17  There is a tradition of writing commentaries on Ibn Arab ’s Fu . This mainly 

starts with the first mudarris in the first official Ottoman university (the Madrasa 
of Iznik), D w d al-Qay ar  and intriguingly continues with some “enemy of the 
state” personalities such as Badr al-D n Ibn Q  Sam wn . 

18  This is a very common term which Ibn Arab  generally uses as an adjective. 
However, there are some occasions when he refers to it as an independent entity. 
See for example Fu , 97: “we know that Zayd is the same with Amr in human-
ness (al-ins niyya) …”. 

19  Ibn Arab , al-Fut t al-Makkiyya (Beirut: D r dir, 2004), II, 667. 
20  Ibid., I, 125: “Man is … the place where the divine names occur.” For the im-

portance of divine names in the philosophy of Ibn Arab , see a very helpful 
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According to al-Khalwat ’s interpretation, Ab  Sa d ibn Ab  l-
Khayr’s request, “guide me!,” is in fact an inquiry about the reality of 
the secret of humanness, a reality that, as he states, is the very reason 
for the purpose of the creation of the world. Thus, “entering the real 
unbelief” provides someone with the explanation of this reality. The 
terms “belief” and “unbelief” are no more than different manifesta-
tions (tajall ) of the divine attributes, in accordance with the mystic’s 
personal states. Al-Khalwat  has two definitions for the term kufr, 
both of which have positive connotations in contradiction to the or-
thodox perception. Although the general character of the letter fully 
bears Ibn Arab ’s tone, his interpretation regarding the key term of 
the letter, “three persons (al-shukh  al-thal tha),” is hopefully one 
of the instances where he comes close to Ibn S n ’s philosophy. In 
one alternative explanation, he holds that the three persons men-
tioned in the letter represent the three stages of God’s unity: the unity 
in His actions, the unity in His attributes, and the unity in His essence. 

At this particular point, it is appropriate to deal with al-Khalwat ’s 
stance with respect to one of the most complex problems in classical 
Islamic theology, i.e., whether the attributes of God are identical to 
his Essence or different from his Essence, in a context that can be 
called “Avicennian.” First, “the orthodox point of view” on God’s uni-
ty, as represented in a standard text of the Ottoman madrasa curricu-
la,22 Matn al- aq id by Umar al-Nasaf  and its commentary by al-
Taft z n  is as follows: The attributes are neither identical to, nor dif-
ferent from Him (l  huwa wa-l  ghayruh ).23 According to the Sunn  
perspective, because the Mu tazilites hold that any identity besides 
God would lead to the multitude of eternal beings (ta addud al-

                                                                                                              
chapter in Ekrem Demirli, slam Metafizi inde Tanr  ve nsan: bnü’l-Arabi ve 
Vahdet-i Vücud Gelene i [God and Man in Islamic Metaphysics: Ibn Arab  and 
the Wa dat al-Wuj d Tradition] (Istanbul: Kabalc  Yay nevi, 2009), 123 ff. 

21  Ibid., III, 81: “the unity (a adiyya) of the im m is the unity of jam  ...” 
22  For the importance of the text in the Ottoman education system, see for example: 

Mefail H zl , “Osmanl  Medreselerinde Okutulan Dersler ve Eserler [Courses and 
Textbooks in Ottoman Madrasas],” Uluda  Üniversitesi lâhiyat Fakültesi Dergisi 
[The Review of the Faculty of Theology, Uluda  University] 17/1 (2008), 39. As 
stated in the article, along with al-Taft z n ’s work, Na r al-D n al- s ’s Tajr d 
al- aq id must surely be included in the standard texts of the Ottoman curricula. 

23  Ab  af  Najm al-D n Umar ibn Mu ammad al-Nasaf , al- Aq id (with Shar  al-
Aq id by al-Taft z n ) (Istanbul: j  Mu arram Efend  Ma ba asi, 1288 H), 149. 
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qudam ) – a notion contrary to the Islamic creed of the unity of God 
– they are labeled as the deniers of God’s attributes.24 In fact, this 
placed them in a very dangerous position from a religious standpoint 
because in the classical fatw  collections, the verdict for those who 
hold that God is the knower without the attribute of knowledge, 
namely the position of Mu tazila, is to strip them of the name of Mus-
lim.25      

It is tempting to argue that Ibn Arabian notion of God’s attributes 
deviated from the orthodox theory, while such intense opposition 
from the Sunn / anaf  side still aroused hostility against any unor-
thodox ideas regarding the issue. According to Abd al-Ra m n al-
J m ’s (d. 898/1492) al-Durra al-f khira, a work that was written at 
the request of the Ottoman Emperor Me med II, to contrast the tenets 
of the three major groups (philosophers, theologians, and mystics) 
with respect to the basic theological issues, Ibn Arab , when defend-
ing his position on the attributes of God, goes so far as to argue that 
the idea that “God’s attributes are different from his Essence” is tan-
tamount to pure disbelief and polytheism.26 Not surprisingly, Ibn 
Arab ’s Ottoman followers preserved this general stance of their al-

Sheikh al-Akbar, in spite of the fact that some nuances were likely to 
be found from one author to another.27 In his commentary on Ibn 
                                                 
24  Ab  Mu ammad N r al-D n A mad ibn Ma m d ibn Ab  Bakr al- b n , al-

Kif ya f  u l al-d n (MS Bursa, nebey Yazma Eser Kütüphanesi, Hüseyin 
Çelebi, 579), 20b. 

25  A mad iy  al-D n al-Gumushkh naw , J mi  al-mut n (Istanbul: D r al- ib a 
al- mira, 1856), 32 (on the margin). According to an excerpt from the famous 
fatw  collection T t rkh niyya “those who say that God is knower without the 
attribute of knowledge, and they are Mu tazilites and philosophers, since they 
hold that all attributes of God is identical to Him ( ayn dh tih ), must be de-
nounced as unbelievers (yu kam bi-kufrihim).” 

26  Ab  l-Barak t N r al-D n Mull  Abd al-Ra m n ibn A mad al-J m , al-Durra al-
f khira, in Fakhr al-D n Ab  Abd All h Mu ammad ibn Umar al-R z , As s al-
taqd s (Cairo: Ma ba at Mu af  al-B b  al- alab , 1935), 208. 

27  One might argue that there is the issue of how one can make sense of the era 
(i.e., the Ottoman period) in which the legal Sunn  stances were strictly applied 
on the one hand, and the followers of mystic tendencies that departed from the 
Sunn  view accepted on official grounds on the other hand. Maybe, the fact that 
Ottoman atmosphere was a melting pot of different authoritative discourses 
based on the different religious fields in Islamic culture, mainly fiqh, kal m, and 
ta awwuf can be taken as a starting point for an easy yet insufficient explanation.  
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Arab ’s Fu  al- ikam, D w d al-Qay ar  meticulously applies the 
terminology of the Ibn Arab  to the issue of attributes. There are two 
levels (martaba) with regard to the essence of God. At the level of 
a adiyya, there is but the essence and entity of God, without any 
attributes or names. The level of w idiyya talks about the attributes 
and the names of God.  However, there is one condition, which is 
that the distinction between ifa (attribute) and maw f (attributed) 
only occurs in the human mind. In reality, there is nothing but One 
Existent. In this regard, Am r al-mu min n Al  said, “The perfect de-
votion to God is to negate all attributes attached to his Essence.”28 

Hence, the deviation of Ibn Arab  and his followers from the 
Sunn  understanding of attributes was to serve the ultimate goal of 
preserving the unity of God (taw d, wa da), a notion that fully co-
incides with Ibn S n ’s ideas. While it surely has its background in the 
Sufi literature, al-Khalwat ’s three-fold understanding of God’s one-
ness, as mentioned herein, is also a philosophical stance that is 
adapted by Ibn S n  as well.29 In another instance, al-Khalwat  com-
ments on the Qur nic chapter al-Ikhl  (Text IV) and once again 
mentions this three-fold unity in the identical terms, providing more 
clues about his understanding of God’s attributes such that the attrib-
utes of God must be identical to His essence, not distinct from it ( if t 
al-dh t ayn dh tih  laysat bi-z ida); only in this way does He gains 
the true meaning of unity.  

It is also of interest that al-Khalwat ’s clear philosophical position 
particularly came under his commentary on s rat al-Ikhl s, since, in 
his commentary on the chapter al-Ikhl s, Ibn S n  himself took the 
chance to stress his neo-Platonist idea of God’s absolute unity in a 
tone that much resembles that of the Sufis. In the first place, a careful 
reader would not miss some of the central vocabulary that Ibn S n  
used, especially w idiyya30 and a adiyya,31 considering how much 

                                                 
28  Sharaf al-D n D w d ibn Ma m d ibn Mu ammad al-Qay ar , Matla  khu  al-

kalim f  ma n  Fu  al- ikam (revised by Mu ammad asan al-S id ; n.p.: 
Mansh r t Anw r al-Hud , 1416 H), I, 27-28.  

29  Ibn S n ’s outline in his al-Ris la al- arshiyya relies on the unity of the essence, 
attributes, and actions of God. See especially (Ibr h m Hil l’s edition), 36.  

30  Ibn S n , F  tafs r al- amadiyya, in his J mi  al-bad yi  (ed. Mu y  al-D n abr  
al-Kurd ; Cairo: Ma ba at al-Sa da, 1335 H), 19. 

31  Ibid., 23. 
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Ibn Arab  and his followers rely on these two terms when explaining 
the unity of God and His attributes.32 It would be anachronistic to 
assume that Ibn S n  utilized these terms to render the same notions 
in the school of Ibn Arab . However, there is no doubt that Ibn S n ’s 
whole point in the commentary is the absolute unity of God’s essence 
(dh t) and that there is not any sign of plurality (kathra) in Him. With 
that in mind, there is no way to know his Essence except through 
negations (sul b) and nominal additions (i f t).    

IV 

In what sense do we talk about Avicennism in Ottoman thought in 
general? There is no doubt that Ottoman scholars are well aware of 
the philosophy and the thought of Ibn S n  as they are loyal disciples 
of the school of Fakhr al-D n al-R z  and his followers, such as Qu b 
al-D n al-R z  al-Ta t n , Sir j al-D n al-Urmaw , Sa d al-D n al-
Taft z n , Jal l al-D n al-Daw n , and al-Sayyid al-Shar f al-Jurj n , all 
of whom were “immersed” in the Avicennian corpus as adherents to a 
period called “the later kal m.” It must be noted, however, that the 
early encounters of the Ottoman circles with Ibn S n  were mainly 
through the works of the followers of Ibn Arab , not through works 
of the major theologians listed above. If we take the example of a 
monumental figure of the early Ottoman times, i.e., Mull  Fan r , who 
was seen as a towering personality of his time for representing the 
“true” stance in religious sciences,33 it can be observed that his 
“Avicennism” is coming from such Akbarian tendencies, mainly from 
adr al-D n al-Q naw  (d. 672/1273).34 In the meantime, there is the 

thought-provoking fact that it is rare to come across any separate 
commentary on one of Ibn S n ’s major works, such as al-Shif , al-

                                                 
32  To follow the two terms in Badr al-D n Ibn Q  Sam wn , see his al-W rid t 

(MS Bursa, nebey Yazma Eser Kütüphanesi, Ulucami, 1698, dated 920 H), 18a.  
33  shkupr z da, Maws at mu ala t mift  al-sa da wa-mi b  al-siy da f  

maw t al- ul m (ed. Al  Da r j; Beirut: Maktabat Lubn n N shir n, 1998), 
251 (article: “al- ilm al-il h ”). 

34  See Janssens’s relevant evaluations in terms of the theory of emanation: Jules 
Janssens, “Elements of Avicennian Influence in al-Fan r ’s Theory of Emanation,” 
in Tevfik Yücedo ru et al (eds.), Uluslararas  Molla Fenârî Sempozyumu (4-6 
Aral k 2009 Bursa) – Bildiriler – (International Symposium on Molla Fan r  [4-6 
December 2009 Bursa] – Proceedings –) (Bursa: Bursa Büyük ehir Belediyesi 
Yay nlar , 2010), 315 ff. 
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Ish r t wa-l-tanb h t,35 or al-Naj t. One can argue that this situation 
is meaningful, if we consider the fact that we are talking about a peri-
od in Islamic thought in which any philosophical or theological 
stance was being developed in the form of commentaries and glosses 
on some major works. However, Jam l al-Khalwat ’s commentary on 
Ibn S n ’s letter can still be regarded as a rare example of commen-
taries on Ibn S n ’s own works. 

Notes on the Arabic Texts 

Text I 

As for the correspondence between Ibn S n  and Ab  Sa d ibn 
Ab  l-Khayr, I took the MS Bursa, nebey Yazma Eser Kütüphanesi, 
Genel, 1460, 14b-15a ( ) as the base text, for it has the interpretation 
of al-Khalwat  as well. Other versions of the correspondence include: 
Abd al-Am r Shams al-D n, al-Madhhab al-tarbaw  inda Ibn S n  

min khil l falsafatih  l- ilmiyya (Beirut: al-Sharika al- lamiyya li-l-
Kit b, 1988), 398 ( ); MS Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, 
Nuruosmaniye, 4894, 247a, (under the heading “Kal m li-l-Sheikh Ab  
Al  Ibn S n  al  ar qat al-ta awwuf”) ( ). The editing begins with 

Ibn S n ’s response.  

Text II 

The interpretation of Jam l al-Khalwat  on the correspondence: MS 
Bursa, nebey Yazma Eser Kütüphanesi, Genel, 1460, 14b-15a. 

Text III 

The interpretation of Sa d al-D n al-K l n  (?) on the correspond-
ence: MS Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Nuruosmaniye, 4894, 
247a. 

Text IV  

Jam l al-Khalwat ’s commentary on the “s rat al-Ikhl ,” MS Bursa, 
nebey Yazma Eser Kütüphanesi, Genel, 1460, 59b-60a. 

                                                 
35  One exception is Kam lpashaz da’s Shar  al-Ish r t wa-l-tanb h t. 
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Text V 

Ibn S n , Ris la f  l-mabda  wa-l-ma d, MS Istanbul, 
Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Nuruosmaniye, 4894, 435b-436a ( ); MS 
Nev ehir, Hac bekta  lçe Halk Kütüphanesi, 236, 79a-79b (under the 
heading “Min kal m al-Sheikh al-Ra s Ab  Al  Ibn S n ”) ( ). 
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Text I 
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Text V 
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